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Brand History & Purpose
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ORIGINAL LOGO, 2003 REBRANDED LOGO, 2013 CURRENT LOGO, 2019

USING

The transition from the old Hope House logo to the rebranded logo created by Anabliss Design + Strategy in 2003 was guided by 
a few important principals. First, the rebranded logo was meant to distance itself from the dated feel of the old logo while bring-
ing in a more professional look. Second, the rebranded logo was meant to fix simple design errors like thin text, difficult to match 
colors and poor contrast. Last, the rebranded logo was meant to be simple and easy to identify, even when it is shrunk down. The 
logo was reworked again in 2019 to remove the ‘of ’ phrase for ease of use when referencing Hope House and its affiliates. These 
principals not only guide the logo for Hope House, but also the branding of Hope House itself.

Why Hope House uses AP Style in communications:
• To give journalists and members of the media information in a way that is easiest and most valuable 
to them. 
• For consistency in grammar and structure for all Hope House communications.
• To maintain professionalism and consistency among all Hope House affiliates for branding purposes. 

Internal style components that Hope House upholds (that may override AP Style in 
select situations):
• Capitalizing job titles on the website, in email signatures and internally across 
communications.
• Abbreviating job titles in processes to keep the information concise.
• When emphasizing statistics on communications publications (one-pagers, reports, etc.) by the 
numerical value as a number, even if at the beginning of a sentence.
• A few other exceptions apply, but for most communications, AP Style should be the primary style of 
communication for Hope House organizations. 



Core Logo & Tone of Voice
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Hope House Colorado empowers parenting teenage moms 
to strive for personal and economic self-sufficiency and to 
understand their significance in God’s sight, resulting in a 
healthy future for them and for their children. As shown, 
the identity is the combination of the icon and the logotype. 
The identity colors are plum and green. Together, the icon, 
logotype and their respective colors form the primary symbol 
from which Hope House Colorado and Hope House affiliates 
will be recognized.

Hope House Tone of Voice

Inspiring. The stories we tell—and 
that have been lived and 
experienced by our teen moms—
are often challenging and hard 
emotionally. However, the 
emphasis of these stories will 
always focus on how inspiring 
and strong our teen moms are 
as they parent their children and 
break through barriers on their 
path to self-sufficiency.

Empowering. We are a brand that 
focuses on the mission of 
empowering teen moms as they 
work toward self-sufficiency. We 
want all teen moms we serve to be 
able to associate their experience 
of Hope House and our brand with 
the feeling of empowerment.

Transformational. We are a 
brand primarily focused on 
transforming the lives of two 
generations at Hope House: teen 
moms and their children. 
Additionally, we also desire to see 
our champions’, volunteers’ and 
business partners’ lives changed 
through transformational 
giving as they invest of their time, 
resources and finances to support 
our moms.



Logo Variations
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empowering teen moms.

1. CORE LOCKUP LOGO 
WITH TAGLINE

4. CORE LOCKUP 
LOGO STACKED

5. HOUSE ICON 6. TAGLINE

2. CORE LOCKUP LOGO 
WITHOUT SHADOW OR GRADIENT

3. CORE LOCKUP LOGO IN SOLID
GREEN, WHITE OR BLACK



Logo Usage
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empowering teen moms.

DO NOT substitute any other colors 
for approved colors.

DO NOT screen/make transparent 
any part or all of the identity.

DO NOT reproduce identity in black 
or in color on a dark background.

DO NOT reproduce identity in a 
single color other than black.

DO NOT change proportions of any 
part of the identity.

DO NOT distort or modify identity in 
any way.

DO NOT outline any part or all of the 
identity.

DO NOT use gradient/shadow logo 
on anything other than a white 
background.

DO NOT add the tagline to the logo 
manually.



Clearing Space & Affiliate Logos
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UPDATED LOGO, 2019

FIRST AFFILIATE, 2019

Affiliate Logos

Clearing Space

New affiliate names should use font size and 
kerning that shall remain consistent to the 2019 
updated Hope House Colorado logo. The name 
of the affiliate shall be right aligned with the rest 
of the logo and shall not extend beyond the left 
side of the “H” in HOUSE. If the affiliate name 
is too long, the font should be proportionately 
shrunk down to align with the left side of the “H” 
in HOUSE.

The Hope House Colorado identity must always be 
surrounded by a minimum of open space known as 

clearing space. This staging area has been established to 
ensure the identity is not crowded by other elements and 

has maximum clarity and high visibility wherever it is used. 
A minimum staging area distance equal to the height of the 

logotype letter ‘H’ must be maintained completely around 
the identity to separate it from other type of graphics.



Fonts
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Font Families

Other Approved Fonts

Interstate family is used to communicate 
statistics, on posters or as headers.

Arial is used for signs, headers, invitations and 
anything that requires system fonts.

Georgia family is used in press releases, emails, 
large bodies of text and formal communication.

Coniferous family is a script font used as an accent in certain 
communication pieces. Ask for use of this font.

Bold, Black, or Ultra Black for headers.
Regular for statistics or one-pager copy.
Black or Ultra Black for emphasis.

Dependent on the size of the 
communication piece

Regular for headers, subheaders and body 
copy.
Bold or Italic for emphasis.

Dependent on the size of the communication piece

30 pt heads, 18-24 pt subheads, 12 pt body
0” of spacing

12 point font
0” of spacing

Preferred:
Plum         Dark Grey
Black

As headers:
Plum
Hope House Green

Preferred:
Plum         Dark Grey
Black

When necessary:
Hope House Green

Name and use

Name and use

Weights

Size & 
Spacing

Colors

Size



Colors
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Plum
#542B7B
83, 100, 16, 5

Hope House Green
#A9B140
39, 19, 95, 0

Dark Grey
#505050

Medium Grey
#77867F

Light Grey
#E8E8E8



Visual Language & Iconography
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The Hope House branding makes use of iconography in 
one-pagers, mailing pieces and various other graphic 
design projects. As shown on the right, icons in our 
branding make use of the primary colors of plum and 
green. In addition, maintaining a strong silhouette in our 
icons allows for ease of reading and cohesiveness. 
Make use of these icons when you create graphics to 
maintain the Hope House branding.

When making an icon in this style, there are important 
factors to consider to ensure the icon stays within the 
Hope House branding:
 
• Make sure the primary colors of plum and green are the 

main colors of your icon.
• Maintain a strong silhouette that works without any 

additional designing.
• When making a teen mom silhouette, it is best practice 

to create the silhouette from a previously existing icon 
on file. This ensures the new icon stays within the Hope 
House branding. 

• However, affiliates have the liberty to create new icons 
so long as they align with the Hope House branding 
and design elements laid out in this document.
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Examples & Use Cases
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The stacked Hope House 
logo should primarily be 
used on swag items like 
shirts, hats and other 
wearable items. If possible, 
use the horizontal lockup 
instead.

The house logo should 
primarily be used on swag 
items or office items like 

lanyards, business cards or 
nametags.

The tagline only logo should 
primarily be used on promotional 

items like handouts and 
envelopes.

Use Cases

“I’VE DISCOVERED THAT HOPE HOUSE 

ISN’T JUST FREE RESOURCES OR A 

PLACE TO LIVE. IT IS MY FAMILY AND 

MY COMMUNITY. I AM NOT ALONE.” 

-Trinity, Hope House Graduate

 

In Colorado, a single 

mother must work over 

108 hours per week at 

minimum wage to meet 

basic needs without

public assistance.

EMPOWERING TEEN MOMS
Hope House is metro-Denver’s only resource providing free self-sufficiency 

programs to parenting teen moms, including Residential, High School & 

GED and College & Career Programs. Additional supportive services include 

parenting and healthy relationships classes, an Early Learning Program, 

health and wellness, financial literacy and personal growth classes as well as 

certified counseling, all designed to prepare them for long-term independence. 

Hope House relies on numerous volunteers and local business partnerships to 

accomplish its mission.

RESIDENTIAL PROGRAM

Over 2,200 babies are born each year in Colorado to teen moms, and 67% of these 
little families will end up living below the poverty line. Our Residential Program 
meets a significant need in the community by offering a safe, stable home for teen 
moms and their children who are participating in our programs and have become 
homeless or are living in an unsafe environment. Our 12-bedroom home provides 
our moms up to a week of respite care, up to nine months of transitional housing or 
up to two years of comprehensive programming. While at the house, our moms are 
engaged and challenged through an individual growth plan, learning to incorporate 
healthy routines into daily life while living with their children and their peers in a 
safe, supportive environment.

HOPE HOUSE PROGRAMS
Teen moms are one of the most vulnerable yet overlooked groups in our 
community, with less than 2% graduating from college and only half earning a high 
school diploma. Our Hope House Programs offer tangible hope, providing a variety 
of free services designed to help teen moms become self-sufficient members of 
their community who are also nurturing, loving parents. These programs provide 
a menu-style approach to services that allows our teen moms to define their own 
goals and then select the Program Components that will help them reach their goal.

FACTS & STATISTICS

EMPOWERING TEEN MOMS
www.hopehousecolorado.org

LESS THAN

50%
OF TEEN MOMS WILL

GRADUATE FROM

HIGH SCHOOL

ONLY

1%
OF TEEN MOMS
WILL EARN A

COLLEGE DEGREE

108
HRS

  2%
Only half of teen moms finish 

high school and less than 2% 

ever graduate from college.

67% 67% of teen moms live below the 

Federal poverty line.

PROGRAM COMPONENTS

High School & GED Program
College & Career Program
Relationships Program
Parenting Program
Financial Literacy Classes
Personal Growth

Certified Counseling
Legal Advocacy 
Health & Wellness
Community Events 
Early Learning Program
Family Advocacy

For more information, contact us at 303.429.1012  
or info@hopehousecolorado.org
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*Most recent data from the University of Washington: Colorado Self-Sufficiency Standard, 2018

*

CRISIS VULNERABLE STABLE SAFE

Francine met with  
the Family Advocate 

for a needs 
assessment.

She was given a 
baseline score on the 

Economic and Personal 
Self-Sufficiency 

Continuums (see back).  

When Hope House 
showed Francine 

her scores, she saw 
that she was in the 
crisis category in 

FINANCIAL LITERACY.
She had never been 

inside a bank or had a 
checking account.

Francine also saw that 
she scored urgent 
in the PERSONAL 
SUPPORT SYSTEM 

domain.
She didn’t have 
one single adult 

offering support or 
encouragement.

Six months after starting GED classes, 
Francine moved out of her abusive 

boyfriend’s apartment. Her FINANCIAL 
LITERACY domain regressed because she 
lost his income, but her CARE FOR SELF 

domain showed progress.

Informed by the rubric system, Hope 
House and Francine modified her Individual 

Goal Plan quarterly, and were assigned 
action steps.

For example, Francine was tasked with 
completing the Healthy Relationships 

course at Hope House, and a staff member 
was tasked to offer Francine counseling.

Francine and Hope 
House staff used her 

baseline scores to create 
an Individual Goal Plan.

This process 
continued for a year.
Francine graduated 
in 12 months, after 
reaching stable on 
both Continuums!

Francine will be 
offered support as 
needed until she 
turns 25, as she 

moves toward safe on 
the Self-Sufficiency 

Continuums.

TEEN MOMS REACHING
SELF-SUFFICIENCY
A MEASURABLE PROCESS WITH TANGIBLE OUTCOMES
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MEET FRANCINE   
At age 17, Francine and her baby Mia 
were living with her abusive boyfriend. 
Francine wanted to provide a better 
life for her daughter, but she had 
only a ninth grade education and 
no resources… until she found Hope 
House through Facebook. 

Francine applied to 
Hope House and came 

in for a tour.

She joined the  
High School & GED 

Program.

Francine was 
motivated and came 
to class regularly for 
the first three weeks.

$$$

visit a bank
open account
maintain a
steady job

EMPOWERING TEEN MOMS
www.hopehousecolorado.org

CONTACT US

Please contact us at 303.429.1012 or  
info@hopehousecolorado.org

HIGH SCHOOL & GED PROGRAM
Monica was 19 when she became a mother to her oldest daughter Porscha. Fourteen months later she gave 
birth to her second daughter Monique. Determined to build a stable life for herself and her girls, Monica 
found Hope House and began attending our High School & GED Program. Soon she began participating in 
other programs at Hope House, including our parenting and personal growth classes. Once Monica earned 
her high school diploma, she moved on to our College & Career Program. 

Today Monica is pursuing her dreams of becoming a nurse by registering for college and beginning a pre-
nursing program. At Hope House, Monica continues to work toward becoming a graduate of our programs as 
she succcessfully builds the independent, healthy life she has dreamed of for herself and her daughters.

POSITIVE OUTCOMES

On average, our teen moms earn 

their GED in 8.3 weeks - versus 

the national average of six months.

Last year, Hope House assisted 

90% of its GED graduates 

in taking steps toward further 

education or career training.

GED PROGRAM SAMPLE COSTS

Class Lunch:  $40

Certification Test:  $150

Practice Tests & login:  $125

Books & Supplies:  $150

Graduation Ceremony:  $350

Diplomas, Cap, Gown, Tassels,

Gift Card and Supplies
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CONTACT US   
Please contact Lisa Schlarbaum at 303.429.1012, ext. 241 or Lisa.Schlarbaum@HopeHouseColorado.org.

BEDROCK BUILDERS
MONTHLY GIVING PROGRAM
Brittany is a graduate of Hope House... and she gives every month. Won’t you join her?

BEDROCK BUILDERS
MONTHLY SPONSORSHIPS

$20 1 can of formula

$90 1 counseling session

$75  1 month of diaper supplies 

$100 Gas for driving teen moms to 

appointments and classes in a Hope House vehicle

SPREAD YOUR GIFT THROUGHOUT THE YEAR 
By donating monthly rather than in one lump sum, you help Hope 
House to maintain a more consistent income throughout the year, 
which allows us to plan more effectively.

WHY GIVE MONTHLY?
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1st Quarter

ANNUAL INCOME BY MONTH

2nd Quarter 3rd Quarter 4th Quarter

01 02 03 04 05 06 07 08 09 10 11 12

It has been 12 years since Brittany graduated from 
the Residential Program. Brittany was a teen mom 
struggling to build a secure life for her two daughters 
and herself and reach economic self-sufficiency. 
Today Brittany is a Hope House graduate who has 
successfully reached self-sufficiency, and now works 
on staff at Hope House as the Residential Manager.

Brittany chose to become a Bedrock Builders and financially support teen moms each month because, “It is important to me 
that I invest in the moms that we serve with my time, skills, life experience and also my finances because it 
takes an investment on all of these levels to serve our teen moms’ needs well. There were countless people 
who became a part of my journey and invested in my future, and it means so much to be able to do the same 
for the teen moms that we serve every day.”

We are proud of Brittany and her accomplishments as well as her commitment to empowering teen moms every single month.


